Activities
CULTURE (Also, see Art and Design activity).
Compare and contrast Africa/UK’s art and craft
with local arts and crafts
To look at the designs and use of materials from the African culture
To compare and contrast the use of colour, pattern and texture from
African/Ugandan culture with local culture
To develop imagination, explore ideas and understanding through
becoming aware of another culture
Information from Uganda
Art and sculpture
“Most of the art that an Acholi child learns in the early years of 3-7 is basically
handcraft. For instance the children will make balls, dolls out of dry banana fibres. At
the age of about 7 and 8, the boys are mainly engaged in trying to design various
kinds of cars from materials such as reeds, used wires and wood. Meanwhile the girls
are involved in pottery by trying to mould pots bowls and charcoal stoves using clay.
Much of the sculpture is tactile and bold.”
Activities
Children to be divided into 4 groups - group one - to look at the toy
dolls made out of banana leaves and to make a doll out of local
material. Group two - to look at bowls and pots and to use clay to make
similar
Group three - to look at the jewelry used in the African/Ugandan
culture and to draw the beads and use colour and imagination to
fashion a necklace
Group four - Ugandan dress - to make a collage with materials, beads,
different textiles and fabrics to produce an African scene.

Look at the picture of the toy mad by the children in Uganda.
They have few bought toys but have great fun with the toys they make.
(see Caring and Sharing Activity sheet).
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Jewelry, beads and ceremonial dress
The common jewelry for an Acholi child are; beads and bangles. The beads are of
various sizes and colours and are held together with the help of a string into a round
shape. Most of the beads are worn around the waist, the wrist and the neck. The beads
are made out of several materials such as plastic, paper, wood and some occur
naturally.
Bangles just like the beads are of various colours but normally bright colours are
preferred. The angles are worn around the wrist.
Task Art and sculpture
Look at the picture of the beads and draw some beads - think of size and shape
or
sit in a circle and help each other to thread
beads like they do in Uganda, You could also
use shells and other interesting materials
to make a necklace,

Poetry
“There is not much poetry for the Acholi child. Among the Acholi, a child
at an early age is exposed to oral narratives that are more prose in
nature. Most commonly, the prose takes the form of animal fables that
tend to acclaim the use of wisdom other than might. The most common
character in such fables is the hare; it is always depicted as an astute
character that outsmarts its opponents using shrewd measures. Much as
animal fables are used, the story teller or narrator normally ends the
session with a moral lesson derived from the fable that has practical
implications for the day to day human existence”
“The African child encounters poetry at the child development centres
commonly known as nursery schools and these are majorly western pieces
such as Humpty Dumpty. As the child advances to primary and secondary
school they are also exposed to more poetry in the English language
classes and Literature classes.”

Task - Do you know the nursery rhyme called Humpty Dumpty.
Would you like to learn a Ugandan rhyme?
A rhyme from Uganda -Do you know a similar one with the name Peter?
Two little blackbirds
Sitting on a hill
One named Jack
And one named Jill
Fly away, Jack
Fly away, Jill
Come back Jack
Come back Jill”

Task - your class could hold a Ugandan Day
Group 1 make baskets out of reeds - sit together on the floor and enjoy the
company of your friends.
Group 2 Sit at a table and draw objects from Africa - you could look a books
or use the pictures on websites as directed by your teacher. There are lots of
pictures on this website to use.
Group 4 You could make a collage using different vibrant fabrics with a
Ugandan theme.
Group 5 Find out the currency of Uganda and set up a market stall selling the
fruits of Uganda (you will find ideas in the project Plants and Food).
Group 6 You could listen to some Ugandan music and see if you can find some
Ugandan/African drums and instruments. See the children dancing on the
video.
Each group can spend time at each task and then rotate around.
The teacher can adapt as necessary.

